Auton TX
An Algo-Ready OTC Trading Platform

Why Trade with Auton TX?

Key Benefits:

As an Auton TX user, you can trade diverse financial instruments and manage
your portfolio easily at one trading account, either through your online platform
or over the phone. Available trading products include:

Professional and intuitive interface

OTC traded products:
FX
Bullion
CFDs

Support iPhone, iPad and Android
General Options
Binary Options

Algo trading kit

Variety charting tools
Market news

Auton TX offers users lightning-fast real-time market data and advanced
charting tools with 20+ technical indicators, helping users to identify trends and
determine buy/sell decision intelligently. With its embedded algo trade function,
users can create, edit or convert other algo scripts for trading.
Built-in algorithmic trading engine enables users to script their own
auto¬mated trading strategies.
Professional charting system with 20+ technical indicators is ready
to cater to user’s preferences.

Supporting SFC of Hong Kong,
FCA of United Kingdom, ASIC of
Australia, FSA, FFAJ and JSDA of
Japan and other regulatory bodies’
trading and reporting requirements

An Algo-Ready OTC
Trading Platform

True Multi-Asset Trading Platform

Algo Trading Kit

All the tools, technologies, multi-asset exchange connectivity and
execution capabilities that investors need are provided in a single
platform.

As an algorithmic trading platform, Auton TX enables users to
develop, simulate, backtest and automate any quantitative
trading strategy for any market.

Advanced Charting and TA

Mobile Apps Ready

A number of chart styles with TA tools are available to suit users’
needs and preferences when analyzing historic price data. These
include Bollinger Bands, Moving Average, Fast/Slow Stochastic,
Price Oscillator and MACD.

Auton keeps you updated on your trading with easy access from
all devices (iPhone, iPad, Android and PC). You can enjoy the
convenience of placing orders and monitoring positions anytime
and anywhere on the go.

About GES
Global eSolutions (HK) Limited ("GES") is a global leading provider dedicated in financial technologies for more than 10 years. GES empowers financial
institutions with algo-trading capability, advanced risk management and FIX bridging solutions. GES fully covers the needs of the on-floor trading and
OTC markets, with value-added services ranging from IT technical support, system integration, bespoke software and network infrastructure development
to hosting services. With GES technologies, financial institutions are able to overcome the challenges of risk management, position management, liquidity
source and trading across different financial instruments in a single platform. GES’s well established partnering with top-tier financial institutions and
prime brokerage firms can fulfill customers’ needs of liquidity and market depth. GES ensures the highest level of certainty and satisfaction through
comprehensive industry expertise and a deep-set commitment to customers.
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